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STATE EMERGENCY SERVICE - KALBARRI
March 2013
Operational Call Outs February:Friday 15th - Saturday 16th :- Search for missing swimmer in Murchison River.
On Friday afternoon an overseas visitor was using snorkeling gear and swimming across
the Murchison river, a distance of about 250 metres, on a changing high tide, when he disappeared from the surface, - His partner raised the alarm.
The local emergency services were activated under the direction of the Kalbarri Police OIC.
Local boat owners, hire operators and a cray boat soon joined in the search for the missing
person.
This was a combined operation with the VMR Niaid and jet ski, SES Flood Boat, VFS volunteers in private vessels performing continued search patterns between the river mouth and
the fishing boat pens 1.5 km upstream. The Police used quad bikes along the town side of
the river estuary and an SES land search team was deployed on the north side to search
the shore line and shallow waters in the central area. DEC had just completed a goat cull in
the National Park and the helicopter was still in town and used with SES and DEC air observers to perform repeated low level air search patterns in the river and just outside the
river mouth. The cray boat was utilized to search up and down the coast for around 1-2km
either side of the river mouth. Local divers also searched around the river reefs.
The combination of all these coordinated search activities provided a blanket coverage of
air, land, under and over water using local knowledge and all the locally available resources.
As darkness arrived the search was suspended until first light the following morning.
At 5:30 am the next morning, the search had now changed from a search/rescue to a
search/recovery event. Using mainly trained emergency service volunteers with some assistance from the local boat hire the river search and shore line land search continued.
Just after 7 am the missing person, now deceased, was found as he rose to the surface,
within around 50 metres from where he had last been seen. Under Police supervision the
flood boat crew used the stokes litter to bring the deceased person on board, transported
him to the waiting ambulance crew at the pontoon jetty and into the waiting ambulance.
All the search groups performed their task well - everything that could have been done was
done - with all the local resources being utilized effectively…..
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Kalbarri SES report - March 2013 (continued).
Training activities With a group of new members mixed skills training/familiarization nights were held to provide a broad overview of how we do what we do.
March 4th involved abseil/rescue of the
training tower and a team ‘think it
through’ and work out how to rescue
someone from a damaged roof.
On March18th an introduction to a number of basic skills was undertaken as a
‘round robin’ of 3 groups. Basic mapping
and compass use, RF radio long distance communications and chain saw
maintenance after use.
New Facilities arriving…
Kalbarri SES has been successful in obtaining Lottery West and Royalties for
Regions grants, has obtained donations
and fundraised using weekly meat-packs
in the local tavern, to achieve two linked
projects.
A shallow water Zodiac rescue boat with
engine, and to house it, our flood boat,
storm trailer and rescue equipment a
new large shed. Unit volunteers will also
assemble the shed from kit form - total
project value is over $50,000…
The boat will be delivered this
month and the shed is scheduled for completion by the end
of April. The ground had to be
cleared, tree limbs from the
next block cut back, Earth
works are done and waiting
for concrete pour. The project
has had tremendous support
from the Shire of Northampton, SafeRight, TownTalk,
KDA and all the locals who
have supported the weekly
meat pack fundraising in the
Tavern. Thank you.. [Mac Holt]
March 2013 Activities
Date
Time Activity
Monday 4th
18:45`Flood Boat Rescue & Scenario
Weekend 16th - 17th
NURE Navigation and Mapping Course in Kalbarri
Monday 18th
18:45 4WD Revovery Techniques on Witecarra Beachs

Organiser(s)
SteveC/SteveD
Rae/Mac/Dan
SteveC

Want to learn new skills? - Are you up to the challenge ? - Join us - phone 0417994277.

